
4. Evidence for Evolution  Evidence for Evolution 

    = proof that evolution is occurring 

   A. Direct Evidence = Fossil Evidence  

      - are the remains, impressions and traces of organisms which have been preserved from past  

        geological age 

      - many represent extinct organisms that strongly resemble creatures that do exist today 

      -  usually found in sedimentary rocks, the age of a fossil can be determined based on amount  

         of carbon present (carbon dating) 

      - fossil record = creates a geologic time scale indicating change in life forms over time 
 

 

    B. Indirect Evidence = Evidence from Living Organisms 

i. Anatomical Evidence 

                  a) Homologous Structures  

                  = body parts that are similar in structure but differ in functions although the 

                     origin of the structure was the same. 

        - Ie. flipper of a dolphin, wing of a bat, foreleg of a horse, arm of a human 

                 (all contain same bones) 

             *DO NOT confuse with Analogous Structures  

            = body parts that have similar function but differ in structure therefore a      

                    different ancestor  

         - Ie. wing of a butterfly and wing of a bird 
 

                  b) Vestigial Organs  

                  = a body part with no apparent use today but has some use in the past 

        - Ie. human tail bone, ear muscles, appendix 
 

ii. Embryological Evidence 

                - animals appear similar as embryos 

      - Ie. fish, frogs, chickens, pigs & humans look similar during embryological development   
 

       iii. Biochemical Evidence 

                - chemical analysis of organisms indicates that organisms are similar at the  

                  molecular level  
 

      - Ie. all organisms contain DNA which is used to make proteins from amino acids 

          iv. Artificial Breeding (aka Genetic Engineering) 

                - breeding selected organisms to get desired traits 

                  = man-made evolution 

               -  Ie.  Beefalo, Huskie 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O21VOcLIb3M


           v. Biogeography 

            = the distribution of lifeforms over geographical areas, in past & present times 

                 - closely related species are usually found in close physical proximity to one another  

                   suggesting that these species share a common ancestor  

                 - supported by fossil evidence and the Continental Drift theory 

                 - Geographical Patterns of Evolution include:  

a) Divergent Evolution (Adaptive Radiation)  

 - the change (evolution) of organisms from a common ancestor into new  

      species, each having different traits 

 = same ancestor but adapted for different niche 

 -  Ie. Darwin’s Finch 
  

                    b) Parallel Evolution  

                            - 2 related species evolve in much the same way over a long period of time in  

                response to environmental conditions 

                   - Ie. whale & tuna (look similar but not closely related) 
  

             

          c) Coevolution 

                     -  evolution of 1 species in response to the evolution of a second unrelated  

                                 species   

                   - Ie. humming birds beaks evolve in response the flowers they feed from 
 

                    ) Convergent Evolution 

              - evolution where 2 vastly different species have similar physical traits  

                                 because they live in the same environment type 

          - Ie. marsupials in Australia &South America (kangaroo and opossum have  

      different ancestors but developed the same adaptations to fill a niche) 
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